LOCKE INJURED LAST NIGHT IN FOOTBALL MIX

Kaufman is recovering from blis

LITTLE HEARD FROM PURSE

Varsity Scordel Twice in Bath Room's Practices — Second String Held by Regulation With at Tunes — Great Devise in Back First Eleven.

Rath Still Holds Other Half

The Iowa football squad suffered another injury last night when Gary

Lack, fullback, was injured in colliding with a second string man during warm-ups. Lack was not operated upon, however, and is not expected to play in this week's game against Illinois.

This is the second casualty this week. Kaufman is recovering from a broken finger suffered in the Monday night practice, and although he is expected to play today, he will not play unless he is completely healed.

The work out last night was a half-hour shorter than those conducted the previous two days. The squad concentrated the second's offense for the first half-hour and returned to their own end to practice for the first hour by using the single line method.

The seconds received on the second's field for scrimmage.

The Seconds received on the first's field for scrimmage.

The homecoming program is to be announced later. Only a relative few ticket sales were sold yesterday for sale today. No ticket will be sold after a ticket is bought.

A limit of 6,000 for total ticket sale will be established for the game tonight. No ticket will be sold at the door tonight.

Ticket sales for the season are expected to total over 15,000 tickets for the homecoming game.
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HARDING STILL LEADS COX BY LARGE MARGIN

Republics Carry Northern and the Eastern States — Lead in Massachussetts.

WINNER SUM OF 31 VOTES

Cox Carried South But Large Increase in Ohio Total Vote.

Howling and Calling have been decisively elected to the presidency and the vice-presidency according to the returns that have been received from the different states. Harding is already sure of 28 electoral votes and will have 127 of the remaining 150 if retaining andisters are still decided.

Two hundred and sixty-six states and territories have returned a vote to the election of the executive.

HOMEOWNERS TO HAVE VARIETY

Football, Barbecue, Mary Meeting and Play Are Featured on the Program.

Plans for Homecoming include Student play in the gym, a banquet, and a football game.

The seconds received on the second's field for scrimmage.
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I am sorry, but I cannot provide the natural text representation of this document as it appears to be a page from a newspaper and contains various articles and advertisements. It seems to be a mix of articles, advertisements, and notices, which makes it difficult to extract coherent text. If you have a specific section or article you are interested in, please let me know, and I can try to provide a more detailed analysis or information from that part.
Do You Remember--
'way back when the restaurants used to keep the sugar-bowl on the table?

We Still Continue that
Pre-War Custom
Here you can sweeten your ev-"fee to your own taste. No more dependence on the tender (?) mercies of the waiter.

AND YOU’LL FIND THE PRICES HERE
BASED ON THE SAME PRE-WAR SCHEDULE
GIVE US A TRIAL
THE
University Cafeteria
At the Quadrangle

There’s an empty chair at this family table which you would like to fill (perhaps your own). We suggest that you send flowers. The cost is slight, the pleasure you will give can readily be imagined. We arrange through our association with florists in all parts of the country to deliver flowers anywhere on Thanksgiving Day—or any other day.

Call or phone or drop us a line and your order will be given prompt and careful attention.

ALDous & Son

Become one of
Reich’s Regulars
An enlistment you’ll never regret

You’ll find a great many of your friends already in the service

Reich’s Chocolate Shop
“The Shop with the Campus Spirit”

The Bottom Dropped Out
AT THE
Jefferson Coffee Room
LOOK AT THIS
Soup--10c
Meats--25c
Vegetables--5c
Pie or Cake-------10c
Coffee 5c

Football Games and Swaters were made for each other
November is the Sweater month of the whole year, and our collections show it. Never before have we had such an elaborate variety, or Sweaters of such grace of line and decoration, or such a wealth of effective colorings for Women and Girls.

All the sturdy, practical kinds.

Nothing can equal the pleasure of a KODAK for the money expended.

We have a complete line of Eastman AUTOGRAPHIC KODAKS BROWNES and FILMS
Whiting’s Pharmacy
19 South Dubuque Street
We do developing and printing.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!  
PASTIME THEATRE  
TODAY AND TOMORROW  
A REAL SCREEN TREAT  
America's Premier Dramatic Star  
Lionel Barrymore  
in that powerful stage success  
"THE MASTER MIND"  
A Dramatic Conflict between Man's Will and Woman's Love!  
The Star's Wonderful personality resolves right off the screen and grips and thrills you!  
Also 2-real Comedy  
Pathé Review  
Shows at 1:00, 3:30, 5:30 & 9:30  
Matinee prices  . . . . 35c & 50c  
Evening prices  . . . . 50c & 60c  
Come early and get a good seat. Try and be seated before the feature starts so as not to interrupt. You must see the start of this feature in order to appreciate the picture.  

A GREAT  
Purchase of  
EXTRA FINE  
SILK SHIRTS  
LA JERZ SILK SHIRTS  
BROADCLOTH SILK SHIRTS  
CREPE SILK SHIRTS  

We have purchased the entire output of one of the best Shirt Manufacturers in the East. The entire lot was bought for spot cash and at a price whereby we are enabled to offer these High-Grade Silk Shirts for less than actual wholesale cost of manufacture.

The far-seeing young man will buy enough of these shirts to last him the entire season. Values as this will not be offered again for some time. They are positively the greatest shirt values ever offered in Iowa City.

ENGLERT THEATRE  
Monday, November 15th  
RICHARD WALTON TULLY  
PRESENTS  
GUY BATES  
POST  
"The Masquerader"  
(A drama of man's weakness in the face of temptation.)  

ENGLENT THEATRE  
Monday, November 16  
RICHARD WALTON TULLY  
PRESENTS  
GUY BATES  
POST  
"The Masquerader"  
(A drama of man's weakness in the face of temptation.)  

GARDEN THEATRE  
Starting Today for Three Days  
A MAN WHO CAME BACK  
(Starring Bert Lytell)  

LAST TIME TODAY  
"IT'S A GREAT LIFE"  
by Mary Roberts Rinehart  
Also  
HANK MANN  
in a burlesque on  
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde  

Englelnt Theatre  
Tuesday, November 16  
RICHARD WALTON TULLY  
PRESENTS  
The EVER POPULAR HAWAIIAN ROMANCE  
THE BIRD-OF-PARADISE  
AMERICA'S EVERLASTING STAGE TRIUMPH  
A Brilliant Cast of Players With  
Florence Rockwell  
And the  
Famous Singing Hawaiians  
MAIL ORDERS NOW RECEIVED  
Prices—Orchestra $2.00 and $1.50  
Balcony $1.50, $1.00 and 50c  

WANT ADS  
Rates: one insertion 2 cts a word. Three insertions 1 cts a word. Minimum charge 20 cts.